Alouette Division 3 Year End Tournament
The Alouette Year end div 3 tournament shall be recreational year end tournament for all
house teams.
Laws of the Game
All games shall be played in accordance with the laws of the game observed by the ADYSA,
BCSA , the Canadian Soccer Association and F.I.F.A.
Ages and Division
Teams will be group according to age groups. Age groups will be combined based on the
amount of teams that enter.
Team Eligibility
All participating teams must be currently registered with BCSA and the District. Teams will be
accepted to play in the tournament at the sole discretion of the Tournament Committee.
Number and Duration of Games
12 to U14 2 x 20 min halves
over-15 2 x 25 min halves
Determination of Group Winners
The District reserves the right to determine if they will awards points for wins or establish a
knock out style tournament.
In the event that the teams are still tied, the winner shall be decided by the taking of kicks from
the penalty mark, in accordance with the FIFA/IFAB Laws of the Game.
Team Formation
Teams play 7v7 (6 field players and a goal keeper). Teams of over 18 players may be split into 2
teams.
Field Size
The field of play shall be super 8 format or half the size of a regulation size field.

Tie Games
Games tied at the end of regulation shall be decided by penalty kicks.

Game Rules
Kick Off: The kick off may be taken in any direction; it is an indirect kick.
Kick-Ins: The ball shall be kicked into play from the sidelines, instead of thrown in. There are no throwins.
Direct & Indirect Kicks: All dead-ball kicks (kick-ins, free kicks, kick offs) are indirect with the exception
of corner/penalty kicks which are direct kicks.
Goal Kicks: Goal kicks may be taken from any point of the end line; they are indirect kicks.
Corner Kicks: A corner kick is a direct free kick. A goal can be scored directly from a corner kick.
Penalty Kicks: Shall be awarded if, in the referee’s opinion, a scoring opportunity was nullified by an
infraction (the infraction does not automatically result in a red card). Penalty kicks are DIRECT kicks
taken from the center of the mid-line with all players (on both teams) behind the mid-line. Penalty kicks
are dead ball infractions. If a goal is not scored, the defense obtains possession with a goal kick.
.
Five Yard Rule: In all dead-ball situations, defending players must stand at least five (5) yards away from
the ball. If the defensive player’s goal is closer than five (5) yards, the ball shall be played five (5) yards
from the goal, in line with the place of the penalty.
Substitution: Substitution is on the fly (at any time) at center line and at players discretion.
Offside: The offside rule is not in effect.
Score Difference: Any team that goes up by more than 3 goals shall be required to remove a player from
the field until the 3 goals difference has been able to be reduced. All Game scores shall be recorded as
either a 1-0 win or a 0-1 loss.
.

